Crown Global CEO Perry Lerner to Speak at KNect365’s Private Placement Life
Insurance & Variable Annuities Forum in Chicago
Panel discussion will focus on institutional investors; Crown’s Riccardo Gambineri and
Laura Gambineri will also speak at the event
NEW YORK – April 11, 2019 – Crown Global Insurance Group LLC, a leading provider of
investment-enhancing solutions for ultra-high net worth individuals and institutional
investors, announced today that CEO Perry Lerner will participate in a panel discussion
with Henry Bregstein, Global Co-chair of Financial Services at Katten Muchin Rosenman
LLP, on “Institutional investors: the prospects, products and problems for advisors, asset
managers and carriers.”
The discussion will take place at KNect365’s Private Placement Life Insurance & Variable
Annuities Forum on June 5th at the W Chicago City Center.
“As an increasing number of institutional investors turn to private placement life insurance
(PPLI) to maximize their net investment returns, advisors, asset managers and carriers face
new challenges and opportunities,” said Mr. Lerner. “I will discuss the opportunities and
challenges for this market.”
Crown Global Senior Vice President Riccardo Gambineri and Crown Global Account
Executive Laura Gambineri will also speak at the conference. Ms. Gambineri will participate
in a workshop on June 5th on “Latest best practices in international planning: compliance,
taxation, jurisdictions, etc.” Mr. Gambineri will speak at a panel discussion on June 6 th on
“International clients – how is PPLI/VA being used to secure international wealth
management opportunities?”
“PPLI structures can benefit international families with US tax exposure,” said Mr.
Gambineri. “I will discuss the various cross-border planning options and overlooked pitfalls.”
Crown Global is a sponsor of the event. Crown Global’s clients and industry colleagues can
enjoy a 20% discounted rate by using the code FKN2636SPOMSTT.
To register, please click here.
About Crown Global
Crown Global, through its operating subsidiaries, provides efficient investmentenhancement strategies and products for institutional investors, investment managers and
ultra-high net worth individuals. The Company offers custom solutions that enable
managers and investors to enhance their returns from investments in alternative assets and
managed accounts. Crown Global operates globally and maintains offices in North America,
Switzerland and the Cayman Islands Since its founding in 1998, Crown Global has
established a solid track record of issuing U.S. and non U.S. compliant life insurance and
annuity policies for institutional and ultra-high net worth clients.

